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ABSTRACT

Context. The forbidden fine structure transition of C+ at 158 μm is one of the major cooling lines of the interstellar medium (ISM).
Aims. We aim to understand the contribution of the ionized, atomic, and molecular phases of the ISM to the [C ii] emission from clouds
near the dynamical center and the BCLMP302 H ii region in the north of the nearby galaxy M 33 at a spatial resolution of 50 pc.
Methods. We combine high-resolution [C ii] spectra taken with the HIFI spectrometer onboard the Herschel satellite with [C ii]
Herschel-PACS maps and ground-based observations of CO(2–1) and H i. All data are at a common spatial resolution of 50 pc.
Correlation coefficients between the integrated intensities of [C ii], CO(2–1) and H i are estimated from the velocity-integrated
PACS data and from the HIFI data. We decomposed the [C ii] spectra in terms of contribution from molecular and atomic gas detected
in CO(2–1) and H i, respectively. At a few positions, we estimated the contribution of ionized gas to [C ii] from the emission measure
observed at radio wavelengths.
Results. In both regions, the center and BCLMP302, the correlation seen in the [C ii], CO(2–1) and H i intensities from structures of
all sizes is significantly higher than the highest correlation in intensity obtained when comparing only structures of the same size. The
correlations between the intensities of tracers corresponding to the same velocity range as [C ii], differ from the correlation derived
from PACS data. Typically, the [C ii] lines have widths intermediate between the narrower CO(2–1) and broader H i line profiles. A
comparison of the spectra shows that the relative contribution of molecular and atomic gas traced by CO(2–1) and H i varies substan-
tially between positions and depends mostly on the local physical conditions and geometry. At the positions of the H ii regions, the
ionized gas contributes between 10–25% of the observed [C ii] intensity. We estimate that 11–60% and 5–34% of the [C ii] intensities
in the center and in BCLMP302, respectively, arise at velocities showing no CO(2–1) or H i emission and could arise in CO-dark
molecular gas. The deduced strong variation in the [C ii] emission not associated with CO and H i cannot be explained in terms of
differences in AV , far-ultraviolet radiation field, and metallicity between the two studied regions.
Conclusions. The relative amounts of diffuse (CO-dark) and dense molecular gas possibly vary on spatial scales smaller than 50 pc. In
both regions, a larger fraction of the molecular gas is traced by [C ii] than by the canonical tracer CO. Correlations between observed
intensities of [C ii], CO, and H i crucially depend on the spatial and spectral resolution of the data and need to be used carefully, in
particular, for extragalactic studies. These results emphasize the need for velocity-resolved observations to discern the contribution of
different components of the ISM to [C ii] emission.

Key words. ISM: clouds – H ii regions – photon-dominated region (PDR) – galaxies: individual: M 33 – galaxies: star formation –
galaxies: ISM

� Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments
provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with im-
portant participation from NASA.
�� The reduced spectra (ascii files) are available at the CDS via
anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/586/A37

1. Introduction

Under a wide range of astrophysical conditions, including ion-
ized, atomic, and molecular phases of the interstellar medium
(ISM), a significant fraction of gaseous carbon is in the form
of C+. The forbidden fine structure transition 3P3/2→3P1/2 of C+

(with ΔE = 91 K), written as [C ii], is easily excited and is typ-
ically optically thin and not affected by extinction in most as-
trophysical environments. Thus, [C ii] is not only an excellent
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coolant of the neutral gas exposed to the ionizing flux of nearby
early-type stars, but also an excellent probe of stellar radiation
fields and their effects on the physical conditions of the ambient
neutral gas.

Early studies of [C ii] emission from nearby galaxies re-
vealed that the line contributes 0.1% to 1% of the total far-
infrared (FIR) continuum and is strongly correlated with the
strength of the CO(1–0) rotational line (Crawford et al. 1985;
Stacey et al. 1991; Madden et al. 1993; Malhotra et al. 2001).
These studies suggested that [C ii] line emission on galactic
scales mostly originates from the warm, dense photodissoci-
ated surfaces of clumps in molecular clouds, known as pho-
todissociation regions (PDRs). The PDRs are created by far-UV
(FUV; 6 eV < hν < 13.6 eV) photons from nearby OB stars
or the general interstellar radiation field (ISRF). Moderate den-
sity (nH < 104 cm−3) and temperature (30–100 K) clouds in the
PDRs are primarily cooled by the 158μm [C ii] line, with [O i]
at 63 μm being responsible for the cooling at high FUV fields and
large gas densities. However, high spatial resolution (<300 pc)
observations of nearby galaxies that resolve individual giant
molecular clouds (GMCs) show the correlation between [C ii]
and CO(1–0) to be much weaker (Rodriguez-Fernandez et al.
2006; Mookerjea et al. 2011; Kramer et al. 2013). The ques-
tion of disentangling the contributions of the components (PDR,
cold neutral medium (CNM), and ionized gas) to the [C ii] emis-
sion from galaxies can only be appropriately addressed via ob-
servations of several emission lines at high spatial and spectral
resolution.

In the absence of multiple transitions of C+, comparison of
spectral profiles with those of CO, H i and other tracers at res-
olutions comparable to ground-based single dish telescopes are
crucial and the velocity-resolved high spatial resolution capa-
bilities of the recent far-infrared missions HIFI/Herschel and
GREAT/Stratospheric Observatory for Far Infrared Astronomy
(SOFIA) have made these possible. Located at a distance
of 840 kpc (Freedman et al. 1991), the Triangulum galaxy M 33
is a nearby, gas-rich disk galaxy with half the solar metallic-
ity, which allows for this type of a coherent survey at high
spatial and spectral resolution. As part of the Herschel Key
Program HerM 33es (Kramer et al. 2010), selected regions along
the major axis of M 33 were mapped with PACS in [C ii], [O i]
(63μm) and [N ii] (122μm) (Mookerjea et al. 2011; Nikola
et al., in prep.). These PACS regions are further probed along
selected cuts with velocity-resolved spectra of [C ii] at 158μm
using HIFI (Braine et al. 2012). Higdon et al. (2003) per-
formed a detailed study of the nucleus of M 33 and six se-
lected H ii regions using seven FIR fine-structure lines observed
with ISO/LWS. The present Herschel observations also follow
up on the ISO/LWS observations of [C ii] integrated intensi-
ties at 280 pc resolution along the major axis of M 33 (Kramer
et al. 2013), encompassing the regions observed in [C ii] with
Herschel. In this paper, we present higher resolution [C ii] lines
observed with HIFI in the central region of M 33 and the H ii re-
gion BCLMP302 along two 140′′ long strips approximately ori-
ented along the north-south and east-west direction in each of the
two regions. The BCLMP302 region is located at a galactocen-
tric distance of 2 kpc in the northern spiral arm. The HIFI spectra
sample multiple emission features detected in CO and dust con-
tinuum emission, with sizes typically corresponding to GMCs.
The HIFI [C ii] data are compared with CO(2–1) and H i spectra
tracing the molecular and atomic components of the neutral in-
terstellar medium (Gratier et al. 2010). The primary aim of the
paper is to utilize the velocity information in the newly observed
HIFI [C ii] data to identify the phase of the ISM that mainly

contributes to the [C ii] emission and also to derive its physical
properties. The work presented here extends the [C ii] PACS and
HIFI (single-position) observations of BCLMP 302 (Mookerjea
et al. 2011). It also compares the properties of the [C ii] emitting
regions in the central region of M 33 and BCLMP302 with the
H ii region BCLMP691, located approximately at a galactocen-
tric distance of 3.5 kpc (Braine et al. 2012).

2. Observations

2.1. Herschel: [C II] with HIFI

We have observed the 3P3/2–3P1/2 transition of C+ at
1 900 536.9 MHz with the Heterodyne Instrument for Far
Infrared astronomy (HIFI) onboard Herschel (Pilbratt et al.
2010; de Graauw et al. 2010). The observations consisted of
two load-chopped, on-the-fly (OTF) scans each of ∼140′′ length
with position angle (PA) of 22.5◦ and 112.5◦ for an area around
the center of M 33 and with PA of 45◦ and 135◦ for a region
around the H ii region BCLMP302 in M 33. The measurements
presented here correspond to the Herschel observation identifi-
cation (Obsids) 1342213340 (OD623), 1342213702 (OD630),
1342213741 (OD632) and 1342214315 (OD642). The obser-
vations were performed on 26 January, 2, 4, and 14 February,
2011. The offsets for the OTF positions in the central region
are given relative to the position α2000 = 01h33m48.s20 δ2000 =
30◦39′21.′′4 with the east-west (EW) cut passing through the dy-
namical center of M 33. For the BCLMP302 region, the cor-
responding offsets are given relative to α2000 = 01h34m06.s30
δ2000 = 30◦47′25.′′3. At the frequency of [C ii], the Herschel/HIFI
beam size is 11.′′1, the forward efficiency Feff is 96%, and the
main beam efficiency Beff is 59% (Mueller et al. 2014).

The HIFI Wide Band Spectrometer (WBS) was used with
spectral resolution of 1.1 MHz (0.17 km s−1) over an instanta-
neous bandwidth of 2.4 GHz at 1.9 THz. The [C ii] spectra were
smoothed to a resolution of 1.2 km s−1 to improve the signal-to-
noise ratios per channel.

Data was reduced using the standard HIFI pipeline up to
level 2 including HifiFitFringe, with the ESA supported-package
HIPE 10.0 (Ott 2010). About 30% of the observed [C ii] spec-
tra were found to suffer from the standing wave pattern seen in
receivers with hot electron bolometers (HEB), which were cor-
rected to a large extent via a tool employing the current match-
ing technique provided by the Herschel helpdesk. The data were
then exported as FITS files into CLASS/GILDAS format1 for
subsequent reduction. The spectra on the two fully-sampled cuts
for each region were averaged over 15′′ and gridded into a 10′′
grid (Fig. 2). We obtained the main beam brightness temperature,
Tmb, by multiplying the antenna temperature, T ∗A, by Feff/Beff.

The gridded spectra from the central region of M 33, which
we selected for further analysis, have typical integration times
between 20 to 40 min and show an rms of 48 to 62 mK for a
velocity resolution of 1.2 km s−1. Similarly, for BCLMP302 at a
velocity resolution of 1.2 km s−1 the final rms noise varies be-
tween 42 to 54 mK with most positions having an integration
time of 54 mins. The rms levels mentioned above are in the
Tmb scale.

2.2. Complementary data

The PACS/Herschel spectroscopy observations of [C ii],
[OI] 63μm, and [N ii] 122 μm contain 22 (including BCLMP302

1 http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS
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Fig. 1. PACS 160 μm continuum image of M 33 (Kramer et al. 2010).
The boxes corresponding to the regions around the H ii regions
BCLMP302, BCLMP691 and the center of M 33 are indicated. The
cross shows the position of the dynamical center of M 33. Zoomed
in images of the two regions studied, the center and BCLMP302, are
shown to the right, with contours indicating the integrated [C ii] in-
tensities observed with PACS (Mookerjea et al. (2011); Nikola et al.,
in prep.). The known H ii regions in the central region (Gordon et al.
1999) are shown as filled triangles.

and the center) independent observations of smaller regions,
each covered by a 3 × 3 raster with the PACS array, and com-
bined they result in a strip map along the major axis of M33. In
total, these observations cover a region of about 45′ × 2.′5 at a
resolution of 12′′ with some gaps in the northern part. The com-
plete PACS spectroscopic dataset will be presented in Nikola
et al. (in prep.). The H i VLA and CO(2–1) HERA/30m spec-
tra at the HIFI [C ii] positions were extracted from the maps
presented by Gratier et al. (2010). The original angular reso-
lutions of the H i and CO(2–1) data were 5′′ and 12′′, respec-
tively. The spectral resolutions of the H i and CO(2–1) data
were 2.6 km s−1 and 1.3 km s−1, respectively. We also use the
Spitzer MIPS 24 μm data presented by Tabatabaei et al. (2007),
and the HerM 33es PACS and SPIRE maps at 100, 160, 250,
350 and 500μm (Verley et al. 2010; Boquien et al. 2010, 2011;
Kramer et al. 2010; Xilouris et al. 2012). All complementary
Herschel data up to 160 μm were smoothed to a resolution of 12′′
for direct comparison with [C ii].

3. Global morphology of [C ii] emission in M 33

Figure 1 shows the 160 μm PACS continuum map of M 33 with
squares indicating the central, BCLMP302, and BCLMP691 re-
gions. Contours of [C ii] intensity maps observed with PACS
for the two regions presented here (central and BCLMP302) are
overlayed on the 160 μm continuum map and are shown in the
insets of Fig. 1. For both regions, the [C ii] integrated intensity
contours follow the dust continuum distribution rather closely.
Toward the center and in BCLMP302 region the [C ii] inten-
sity maps are also morphologically similar to the tracers of star
formation such as the Hα emission. The ISO/LWS [C ii] study
along the major axis also shows a relatively constant correlation
with the Hα and the far-infrared continuum; the ICII/IFIR ratio
stays constant at 0.8% in the inner 4.5 kpc of M 33, rising in the

outskirts to values of 3% at 6 kpc radial distance (Kramer et al.
2013).

Figure 2 shows the observed [C ii] spectra at 29 positions on
a 10′′ grid along the two cuts observed in each of the two re-
gions in the center of M 33 and around BCLMP302, overlayed
on the MIPS 24 μm image. Out of the 29 observed positions in
each of the regions, [C ii] emission has been detected at 23 and
19 positions in the central and BCLMP302 regions, respectively.

3.1. M 33 central region

The dynamical center (α2000 = 01h33m50.s9 δ2000 = 30◦39′35.8′′;
Jarrett et al. 2003) of M 33 is unspectacular in both [C ii] and
dust continuum, with no emission feature located exactly at that
position. However, two intersecting ridges, consisting of bright
infrared peaks, are discernible and the HIFI cuts are approxi-
mately oriented along the two ridges. Within the observed re-
gion at the center of M 33, 12 GMCs (# 95, 99, 100, 107, 108,
109, 110, 111, 114, 116, 175, and 176; Gratier et al. 2012)
and ten H ii regions (Gordon et al. 1999) are already identified
(Figs. 1, 2).

The cuts along which the [C ii] HIFI observations are
performed, extend approximately along the north-south (N-S)
and the east-west (E-W) directions (Fig. 2). The N-S cut passes
through several bright continuum sources, while the E-W cut
traces the outskirts of a few of the continuum sources. Because
of the position of the cuts across the dynamical center of M 33,
the vLSR of peak [C ii] emission also changes by up to 40 km s−1

along the two cuts (Sect. 4). The E-W cut passes through the
dynamical center of M 33 and we do not detect any [C ii] emis-
sion at the center with HIFI. The [C ii] intensity measured by
PACS at the center of M 33 is 5.9 K km s−1, which for the typi-
cal velocity spread of 50 km s−1 of the [C ii] line in this region
corresponds to a peak Tmb of 110 mK. The rms measured in
the HIFI spectrum at the position of the center at a resolution
of 1.2 km s−1 is 71 mK. Thus the non detection of [C ii] emission
at the center in the HIFI data is consistent with the PACS obser-
vations. Depending on the position of the HIFI [C ii] beam rela-
tive to the location of molecular clouds, the [C ii] spectra exhibit
one or more velocity components. In addition, the [C ii] intensi-
ties decrease with increasing distance from the dust continuum
peaks.

3.2. BCLMP302

The mid- and far-infrared dust continuum emission from the
BCLMP302 region is dominated by the H ii region itself and
extends along the NE-SW direction with a secondary peak ap-
proximately 75′′ to the SW of the main peak (Fig. 2). Previous
PACS observations have shown that the [C ii] intensities in this
region correlate well with the dust continuum and Hα emis-
sion, thus broadly tracing star- forming regions (Mookerjea et al.
2011). However, the [C ii] and [O i] 63 μm intensities do not cor-
relate well with either the CO(2–1) or the H i emission. One of
the two HIFI cuts is aligned with the dust continuum emission
ridge extending in the NE-SW direction and passes through the
secondary peak to the SW. We detected [C ii] emission primarily
close to the dust continuum peaks, although we see no intensity
enhancement toward the SW peak. The spectra typically show a
single velocity component except at a few positions immediately
to the SW of the main dust continuum peak, where an additional
narrow velocity component is also detected.
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Fig. 2. MIPS 24 μm image of the regions around the center of M 33 (left) and the H ii region BCLMP302 (right) in M 33 overplotted with the
observed spectra of [C ii]. Filled black triangles in the left box denote positions of the GMCs identified by Gratier et al. (2012) and the star
indicated on the eastern part of the E-W cut shows the position of the dynamical center of M 33. The HIFI beam at 1.9 THz is also shown as inset.
All spectra are shown on a 10′′ grid. Empty boxes show the intensity and velocity scales for the spectra plotted.

Fig. 3. Overlay of CO(2–1) (left) and H i (right) contours on the PACS
intensity map of [C ii] for the central (top) and BCLMP302 (bottom;
Mookerjea et al. 2011) regions. The [C ii] data has no velocity informa-
tion and CO(2–1) and H i spectra have been integrated over the entire
range of velocities. The white and black regions in the top and bottom
panels respectively, indicate regions not mapped with PACS.

4. Integrated [C ii] intensities

4.1. Spatial distribution

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the maps of integrated intensi-
ties of [C ii] (observed with PACS), CO(2–1), and H i for the
central region (top panel) of M 33 and BCLMP302 (bottom
panel). Correspondence between the emission from the three
tracers is typically considered to be an indicator of the physi-
cal proximity or association of the emitting atomic, molecular,

and PDR gas. In the central region, the main emission features
of [C ii] agree in position with CO(2–1) and H i, and also with
tracers of star formation such as the 160 and 24μm dust contin-
uum or Hα.

Mookerjea et al. (2011) used the PACS [C ii] data to per-
form an analysis of the linear correlation of the integrated in-
tensities of CO(2–1) and H i relative to those of [C ii] for the
BCLMP302 region. These authors derived linear correlation co-
efficients of 41% and 22% for [C ii]–CO and [C ii]–H i, respec-
tively, using the same maps as in Fig. 3. We perform a similar
analysis of the [C ii] PACS data for the mapped region around
the center of M 33 and find the global correlation coefficients to
be 71% and 69% for the [C ii]–CO(2–1) and [C ii]–H i integrated
intensities, respectively.

The correlation coefficients presented above measure the
correspondence between the structures in the maps, independent
of their size, averaged over the entire map. For a scale-dependent
investigation that only compares structures with a particular
size, we measure the correspondence on a scale-by-scale ba-
sis. For this analysis, we use the wavelet-based weighted cross-
correlation (WWCC) tool developed by Arshakian & Ossenkopf
(2016) to study the degree of correlation of structures seen in a
pair of maps as a function of their spatial scale. The method first
filters the maps to be compared with a wavelet of a characteristic
size so that only structures of that size remain in the maps, and
in a second step computes the correlation between the filtered
maps. With this approach, only structures of the same scale are
compared. Use of different wavelet sizes results in a spectrum of
correlation coefficients. In case of systematic shifts of character-
istic structures between the maps, the tool can also measure their
mutual displacement. Figure 4 shows the correlation coefficient
as a function of scale for the [C ii]–CO(2–1) and [C ii]–H imaps
for both the central and the BCLMP302 regions.

In the center of M 33, we find an increasing correlation both
between [C ii] and CO(2–1) and between [C ii] and H i at scales
up to about 30′′ (Fig. 4). As seen in the maps, individual smaller
structures are typically displaced between the different maps, but
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Fig. 4. Correlation coefficient as a function of scale for the integrated
intensity maps presented in Fig. 3.

the main emission peaks, having a size of about 30′′, agree in
their rough location. When considering larger scale structures,
the relative contribution of those peaks matters as they merge. In
H i the strongest emission is located in the western peak and the
overall emission is very extended while the [C ii] and CO(2–1)
emission is highly concentrated at the eastern peak. This leads
to constant and high correlation between [C ii] and CO(2–1) at
large scales and a corresponding decreasing correlation with H i.

In BCLMP302, we even find a small anticorrelation between
the species at the smallest scales. The maps already show that
the location of the peaks is rather disjunct. When comparing
[C ii] and CO(2–1), the correlation increases again up to scales
of about 45′′, the size of the main emission feature seen in both
species. The correlation coefficient, however, is less than 30% as
the internal structure of both peaks is very different and there is
also a systematic offset. When looking at larger scales, the cor-
relation drops here because the two CO(2–1) emission features
in the north start to merge so that the main structure is shifted
to the north relative to the centrally peaked main emission seen
in [C ii]. When comparing [C ii] with H i, the situation is differ-
ent. The coefficient is less than 10% for all structures that can be
identified by eye in Fig. 3, but at the largest scales the individ-
ual clumps in the overall extended H i emission start to merge
into a centrally peaked structure that appears more similar to the
centrally peaked [C ii] map.

Overall, we find that for both regions, the global correla-
tion coefficients between [C ii], CO(2–1) and H i maps, derived
considering structures of all sizes, are larger than even the peak
of the correlation coefficient seen on a scale-by-scale basis. We
also see that a good correlation measured at large scales is not
at all necessarily related to a good correlation at smaller scales.
Thus, observations with insufficient spatial resolution can eas-
ily be misleading. The possible implications of these results are
discussed in Sect. 10.3.

4.2. Correlation plots

The velocity-resolved [C ii] spectra observed with HIFI provide
us with the unique opportunity of identifying the velocity range

Fig. 5. Correlation of integrated intensities of H i (left) and CO(2–1)
(right) with [C ii] integrated intensities for BCLMP302 (black squares),
central region (red triangles), and BCLMP691 (blue empty squares;
Braine et al. 2012) and for positions along the major axis of M 33 mea-
sured with ISO/LWS at 280 pc resolution (green filled circles; Kramer
et al. 2013). For the central and BCLMP302 region, [C ii], CO(2–1)
and H i are integrated only over the range of velocities in which [C ii]
is detected at the individual positions. The dashed curved lines in the
left panel show the predicted I([C ii]) for low-density diffuse atomic
H i clouds as a function of I(H i), corresponding to the pressures P =
2000 and 8000 K cm−3 for a kinetic temperature of 100 K. The box in
dashed lines shows the region occupied by the [C ii] emitting H i clouds
analyzed by the GOT C+ project (Langer et al. 2014). Both panels show
lines (blue continuous) of proportionality to guide the eye.

over which [C ii] is emitted. Consequently, it is possible to com-
pare the intensities of CO(2–1) and H i integrated over the same
velocity range where [C ii] is detected. Figure 5 shows a compar-
ison of the H i and CO(2–1) intensities as a function of the [C ii]
intensities at all positions observed with HIFI in the center and
the BCLMP302 regions. All the integrated intensities were cal-
culated over the velocity range (υmin to υmax in Tables 2 and 3) in
which [C ii] emission is detected. For comparison, we have over-
plotted the [C ii], CO, and H i intensities measured with HIFI in
the BCLMP691 region (Braine et al. 2012), as well as the re-
sults of the analysis of the ISO-LWS data taken along the major
axis of M 33 (Kramer et al. 2013). Figure 5 also shows the re-
gion (dashed parallelogram) in the [C ii]–H i correlation graph
occupied by the clouds detected in the Milky Way by the GOT
C+ survey performed with Herschel/HIFI (Langer et al. 2014).

The [C ii] intensities measured by the ISO-LWS typically
have values lower than those measured using HIFI, possibly be-
cause of the significantly larger size of the ISO beam (70′′).
The points belonging to the central and the BCLMP302 re-
gions occupy separate areas in the [C ii]-H i correlation plot.
For the same values of [C ii] intensities, the BCLMP302 po-
sitions show higher I(H i) as compared to the positions in the
central region. This kind of a segregation is not seen in the
[C ii]-CO(2–1) plot where the points from the two regions over-
lap significantly with each other. The points corresponding to
BCLMP691 occupy essentially the same region in the [C ii]–
H i correlation plot as the M 33 center, although the H i intensity
from BCLMP691 remains almost constant. For the same values
of I([C ii]), I(CO(2–1)) tends to be higher in BCLMP691 than
in the other regions. The Galactic clouds detected by the GOT
C+ survey typically have similar I([C ii]) as the M 33 clouds
but somewhat lower I(H i). Comparison of M 33 and Galactic
molecular clouds is strongly affected by the different spatial
scales probed by the HIFI observations. Furthermore, for the
Galactic observations within GOT C+ the beam size of H i ob-
servations was larger than the [C ii] beam.

Table 1 presents the linear correlation coefficients for the
[C ii]–H i and the [C ii]–CO(2–1) scatterplots (Fig. 5) for the
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Fig. 6. Position-velocity diagrams for [C ii], CO(2–1) and H i along the north-south (top) and east-west (bottom) directions in the central region of
M 33. The contours in the middle and right panels correspond to [C ii] emission and range from 10% to 100% of the peak values of 0.6 and 0.8 K
in steps of 10% for the NS and EW cuts, respectively. The color bar on top of each panel shows the color scale of the corresponding image in units
of K. The crosses in all panels denote the nominal velocities due to galactic rotation obtained from H i spectra (see text).

Table 1. Linear correlation coefficients for the scatter plots in Fig. 5.

Region [C ii]–CO(2–1) [C ii]–H i
Center 0.33 0.50
BCLMP302 0.67 0.61
BCLMP691 0.70 0.07
Major Axis 0.77 0.44
All 0.75 0.66

Notes. I(CO(2–1) and I(H i) were estimated by integrating only over
the velocity range over which [C ii] is detected.

different datasets. We find that for the BCLMP302, BCLMP691,
and ISO-LWS data along the major axis of M 33, the [C ii] in-
tensities have a correlation coefficient >65% with CO(2–1),
whereas in the center the correlation is somewhat poor. The cor-
relation between [C ii]–H i also varies from region to region,
with H i in BCLMP691 practically showing no correlation with
[C ii]. For both the central and BCLMP302 region, the correla-
tion coefficient for [C ii]–CO(2–1) and [C ii]–H i derived with
the line velocity information appears to contradict the correla-
tion coefficient estimated from the PACS observations of those
region (Sect. 4.1).

Thus, for the integrated intensities derived over selected
velocity ranges (as for the center, the BCLMP302, and
BCLMP691 regions) the [C ii]-CO(2–1) correlation varies dras-
tically with location, with M 33’s outer arm regions showing
higher correlations. The correlation between [C ii] and H i is
generally worse than the [C ii]–CO(2–1) correlation, and also
varies greatly between the different regions.

5. Results: position-velocity diagrams

5.1. Central region of M 33

Figure 6 shows the position-velocity (PV) diagrams along cuts
oriented in the NS and EW directions for [C ii], CO(2–1) and
H i of the region close to the center of M 33. For all three trac-
ers, the velocity gradients observed toward the center of M 33
are dominated by the rotation of the galaxy. We first estimate the
differences in velocities observed in the three tracers beyond the
effect of rotation of the galaxy. For this, we have derived the ve-
locity due to the galactic rotation by fitting a single-component
Gaussian to H i spectra smoothed to a resolution of 10 km s−1 at
individual positions on the cut. The fitted H i velocities are in-
dicated with crosses in Fig. 6. The velocities estimated from the
H i spectra along both directions are consistent with the galac-
tic rotation curve derived by (cf. Corbelli & Walterbos 2007)
using Hα data. The velocity due to rotation leads to gradients
of 40 km s−1 and 25 km s−1 over a length of 140′′ in the NS and
EW directions, respectively.

For the NS cut, we find that the velocities of the peak emis-
sion of both [C ii] and CO(2–1) agree reasonably well with the
centroid velocity of the H i emission up to a length of 70′′ start-
ing from the south (Fig. 6, top). Further north along the NS cut,
(i) the CO(2–1) peak is shifted toward more northern positions
relative to [C ii]; and (ii) H i emission shows double emission
peaks around 100′′, of which the lower velocity peak is followed
by [C ii] and CO(2–1). Along the EW direction, H i shows four
emission peaks, out of which only one around 100′′ from west
matches the [C ii] and CO(2–1) peaks. The [C ii] emission peak
at 50′′ from west occurs at 16 km s−1 lower velocity compared
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Fig. 7. Position-velocity diagrams for [C ii], CO(2–1) and H i along the SE-NW (top) and SW-NE (bottom) directions for BCLMP302. The contours
in the middle and right panels correspond to [C ii] emission and range from 20% to 100% of the peak value of 1.1 K and 0.8 K in steps of 10% for
SE-NW and SW-NE cuts, respectively. The color bar on top of each panel shows the color scale of the corresponding image in units of K.

to H i, while CO(2–1), though not bright at this position, is closer
in velocity to [C ii]. The redward shift in H i velocity relative to
the velocities of [C ii] and CO(2–1) in the central region of M 33
could be indicative of local dynamics, which leads to differen-
tial motion between the diffuse atomic and molecular (or PDR)
phases of the ISM. This also implies that toward the center of
the galaxy the [C ii] emitting gas is better associated with the
CO emitting PDRs than the H i emitting more diffuse atomic
gas.

5.2. BCLMP302 region

Similar to the central region, the [C ii] spectra in the two cuts
along the SE-NW and SW-NE directions crossing BCLMP302
show broader line widths than the CO(2–1) lines, while the
H i emission is only slightly broader than the [C ii] line (Fig. 7).
Along the SE-NW cut all three tracers match well both velocity-
wise and spatially. Along the SW-NE cut in the BCLMP302 re-
gion: (i) the velocities of the [C ii] and H i emitting clouds appear
to match each other, while the CO(2–1) emission shows a red-
ward shift by 10 km s−1; and (ii) although the [C ii] and CO(2–1)
emission peaks match spatially, the H i emission peak is shifted
by 10–20′′ to the SW.

While there is an overall similarity of the [C ii], CO(2–1)
and H i position-velocity diagrams, both in the center and
BCLMP302, in some locations strong [C ii] is detected at ve-
locities significantly shifted relative to both the CO(2–1) and
H i emission.

6. Excess [C ii] emission seen in the spectra

Figures 8 and 9 show the [C ii], CO(2–1) and H i spectra at se-
lected positions in the central and BCLMP302 regions of M 33.

The positions in both regions were chosen based on the S/N ra-
tio of the [C ii] spectra. In the central region, the [C ii] spec-
tra show widths intermediate between the linewidths of H i and
CO(2–1). Given the higher propensity of CO(2–1) to become op-
tically thick it is understandable if both [C ii] and H i emission
trace larger column densities of gas (Henkel & Wiklind 1997).
As seen in the PV diagrams, at multiple positions the [C ii] spec-
tra show additional features at velocities where very little or no
CO(2–1) and/or H i emission are detected.

Ignoring the contribution of the ionized gas, the [C ii] emis-
sion may arise from (a) HI, (b) CO-traced H2, (c) H/H2 not traced
by either H i or CO emission. In order to estimate the fraction of
[C ii] emission arising from the component not detected in CO
or H i, we fit the observed [C ii] spectrum at each position as a
linear combination of the CO(2–1) and H i intensities. The fit-
ting procedure does not make any assumption about the physical
heating model (PDR, GMC, shocked ISM, XDR, CR). It maxi-
mizes the emission that could be associated with (a) and (b), and
so determines the minimum profile associated with (c). Thus at
each position we fit the [C ii] spectrum channel-wise as

I(CII) = a I(CO) + b I(HI), (1)

where a and b are held constant for a particular spectrum so as
to obtain the best fit to the spectrum. The fit we perform is re-
stricted, and ensures that the residuals from the fit always remain
positive so that the contributions from the gas components other
than those emitting in CO(2–1) and H i are always taken into
account. In order to perform this fitting we smoothed the [C ii]
and H i spectra to the resolution of the CO(2–1) spectrum, which
is 2.6 km s−1. Figures 8 and 9 also show the fitted profile and the
residual spectrum for the selected positions in the central and the
BCLMP302 regions, respectively.
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Fig. 8. [C ii] (black), CO(2–1) (green), and H i (blue) spectra at selected positions in the center of M 33. The H i spectrum has been scaled by a
factor of 0.005 for easier comparison. The fit to the observed [C ii] spectrum, as obtained from the method described in text, is shown in red and
the residual spectrum (vertically offset) is shown in magenta.

Fig. 9. [C ii] (black), CO(2–1) (green), and H i (blue) spectra at selected positions in the BCLMP302 region. The H i spectrum has been scaled by
a factor of 0.002 for easier comparison. The fit to the observed [C ii] spectrum, as obtained from the method described in text, is shown in red and
the residual spectrum (vertically offset) is shown in magenta.
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Table 2. Results of analysis of [C ii], CO(2–1) and H i spectra for selected positions in the central region.

Offset υmin υmax I([C ii]) I(CO(2–1) N(H i) Ires([C ii])
Ires(CII)

I(CII) a b
(′′, ′′) km s−1 km s−1 K km s−1 K km s−1 1021 cm−2 K km s−1

(–21, 38) –210 –160 4.64 ± 0.81 1.3 1.4 1.78 0.38 0.4 3.1e-3
(–12, –28) –181 –129 8.25 ± 0.61 2.0 1.9 4.04 0.49 0.4 3.4e-3
(–8, –19) –186 –135 6.02 ± 0.60 2.1 1.2 3.60 0.60 0.3 2.8e-3
(–4, –9) –198 –121 12.64 ± 0.79 2.5 1.6 4.81 0.38 0.9 6.3e-3
(0, 0) –189 –140 8.36 ± 0.60 3.1 2.1 1.90 0.23 0.8 3.5e-3
(4, 9) –192 –148 11.36 ± 0.64 5.9 2.4 3.03 0.27 1.1 1.4e-3
(7, 27) –220 –155 12.25 ± 1.00 3.3 2.1 6.51 0.53 1.1 1.6e-3
(8, 19) –197 –164 9.04 ± 0.50 3.8 2.0 5.36 0.59 0.8 6.7e-4
(12, 28) –206 –165 10.47 ± 0.63 2.7 1.7 6.31 0.60 1.2 1.0e-3
(16, 23) –213 –163 9.64 ± 0.83 1.7 1.6 6.02 0.62 1.6 9.4e-4
(62, 4) –193 –135 15.43 ± 1.08 6.2 1.7 1.68 0.11 1.3 5.9e-3
(71, 0) –190 –145 7.77 ± 0.85 3.9 1.4 2.88 0.37 0.9 1.8e-3

Notes. The quantities I([C ii]), I(CO(2–1) and N(H i) = 1.82 × 1018 I(H i) (with I(H i) in K km s−1) are estimated over the velocity range υmin

to υmax. Ires([C ii]), a, and b are obtained from fitting the [C ii] spectrum as a combination of CO(2–1) and H i spectra, as described in Sect. 6.

Table 3. Same as Table 2, but for selected positions in the BCLMP302 region.

Offset υmin υmax I([C ii]) I(CO(2–1) N(H i) Ires([C ii])
Ires(CII)

I(CII) a b
(′′, ′′) km s−1 km s−1 K km s−1 K km s−1 1021 cm−2 K km s−1

(–35, 35) –268 –237 3.42 ± 0.45 1.6 2.0 1.09 0.32 1.0 6.7e-4
(–21, –21) –276 –232 3.49 ± 0.50 2.3 2.7 0.81 0.23 1.0 2.3e-4
(–14, –14) –270 –233 3.90 ± 0.48 2.0 3.2 0.70 0.18 0.7 1.0e-3
( –7, –7) –272 –227 6.12 ± 0.57 1.7 3.4 0.44 0.07 0.3 2.8e-3
(0, 0) –268 –228 6.09 ± 0.39 2.7 2.8 0.66 0.11 0.8 2.2e-3
(7, 7) –274 –227 17.61 ± 0.55 4.5 2.7 1.12 0.06 1.7 5.9e-3
(14, 14) –269 –237 9.93 ± 0.41 6.1 2.4 0.50 0.05 0.8 3.7e-3
(14, –14) –274 –233 5.93 ± 0.45 2.5 2.3 0.44 0.07 1.3 1.8e-3

At each position, we derive the fraction of [C ii] intensity
arising from the gas not detected in CO(2–1) or H i by inte-
grating the observed and residual spectra over the entire ve-
locity range (between υmin and υmax) in which [C ii] emission
is detected (Table 2). For all positions in the central region the
analysis outlined above suggests that 11–60% of the observed
[C ii] intensity is due to gas not detected in CO(2–1) and H i.
At all positions but one, more than 20% of the [C ii] intensity
is not explained by the detected components of molecular and
atomic gas. We note that this process of fitting is naturally bi-
ased toward not allowing the linear combination of CO(2–1) and
H i spectra to fully fit the [C ii] intensity. Additionally, the fit-
ting procedure cannot break the degeneracy between the contri-
butions from the gas emitting CO(2–1) and H i when the two
profiles match reasonably well, barring the differences in abso-
lute intensities. Since we have insufficient information to dis-
tinguish this, hence, the designation minimum for the contribu-
tion of the CO-dark molecular gas. The existence of untraced
H/H2 gas makes the a priori use of any model, PDR or other-
wise, to determine physical conditions somewhat speculative.

Figure 9 shows the observed [C ii], CO(2–1) and H i spec-
tra (all smoothed to 2.6 km s−1) for ten selected positions in the
BCLMP302 region, along with the fit to the spectrum at each po-
sition derived using the described method and the residual spec-
trum. We find that (as mentioned before) the [C ii] spectrum has
a line width intermediate between the CO(2–1) and H i spectra
and the peak velocity of [C ii] is slightly shifted. However, un-
like the [C ii] spectrum from the central region, in BCLMP302
the spectral profiles of [C ii], CO(2–1) and H i look similar with
very little [C ii] emission detected at velocities not detected in

the other two tracers. This is different from the conclusions de-
rived on the basis of the integrated intensity maps of the region
(Fig. 3), which show very little similarity in the emission fea-
tures due to the three tracers. We performed fits to the spectra
at all positions in the BCLMP302 region following the proce-
dure presented above and find that the contribution of the gas
not traced by either CO(2–1) and H i ranges between 10–55%,
with typical values around 20% (Table 3).

7. Emission of [C ii] of ionized gas

In order to investigate the origin of [C ii] intensity not directly
assignable to the observed CO(2–1) and H i emission, we esti-
mate the possible contribution of H ii regions in the center and
in BCLMP302. Among the H ii regions observed by Israel &
van der Kruit (1974), the H ii regions # 35, 37, 38, and 42 are lo-
cated in the central region and #53 corresponds to BCLMP302.

The relation between the [C ii] intensity (in K km s−1) and
the column density, N(C+) is (Crawford et al. 1985; Pineda et al.
2013)

I(CII) = N(C+)

[
3.05 × 1015

(
1 + 0.5

(
1 +

Aul

qn

)
exp91.2/kTkin

)]−1

,

(2)

where Aul = 2.3 × 106 s−1 is the Einstein spontaneous decay
rate and q is the collisional de-excitation rate coefficient at a ki-
netic temperature of Tkin. We assume n = 100 cm−3 and Tkin =
10 000 K (typical for H ii regions). For collisions between C+
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Table 4. Estimate of [C ii] emission from ionized gas.

# (Δα,Δδ) EM N(H) Nion(C+) Iion(CII)
103 1020 1016

(′′, ′′) pc cm−6 cm−2 cm−2 K km s−1

Center
35 (–15, –37) 3.0 0.93 0.74 1.3a

37 (0, 0) 19.1 5.9 4.7 2.1b

38 (16, 23) 5.2 1.6 1.3 1.7
42 (62, 4) 3.6 1.1 0.89 1.6
BCLMP302
53 (7, 7) 3.0 0.93 0.74 1.3

Notes. (a) I(CII) at (–15, –37) is 11.4 K km s−1. (b) Using a dilution factor
of 0.20 to account for the smaller size of the H ii region (5.′′4) compared
to the 12′′ resolution of [C ii] data.

and electrons the de-excitation coefficient q = 1.4×10−6T−0.37
kin =

4 × 10−8 s−1 cm−3 (Goldsmith et al. 2012). Thus we get I([C ii])
[K km s−1] = N(C+)/5.5 × 1015. We use the emission measure
(EM = n2

e D, where D is the size of the source) observed by Israel
& van der Kruit (1974) to determine N(H) (assuming H to be
completely ionized, ne = n(H+) and N(H+) = N(H) = n(H)D)
for n = 100 cm−3. Since the metallicity of M 33 as determined
by Magrini et al. (2010) does not vary significantly within the in-
ner 2.5 kpc, we use C/H = 8×10−5 (assuming no depletion, since
to a good approximation there are no grains in H ii regions) to
estimate Nion(C+) from N(H) for all H ii regions.

Table 4 presents the parameters for the four H ii regions as
obtained from Israel & van der Kruit (1974), along with esti-
mates of the [C ii] intensity originating from the ionized gas. We
emphasize that only the H ii region #37 is smaller (5.′′4) than
the HIFI beamsize and the I([C ii]) estimated to arise from the
ionized gas had to be corrected for the beam dilution. For the
positions in the central region: at (–15, –37), (0, 0), (16, 23),
and (62, 4) the ionized gas contributes 11%, 25%, 18%, and
10% respectively, to the total [C ii] emission. In BCLMP302, we
find that while 14% of [C ii] emission is unexplained at (7, 7),
only 7% can arise from the ionized gas. Mookerjea et al. (2011)
had used the measured [N ii] (122μm) intensities to estimate
a contribution of 20–30% by the ionized gas in BCLMP302.
Both of these estimates depend crucially on the value assumed
for ne. For smaller values of ne the contribution of the ionized
gas to the [C ii] intensity is larger, as less carbon is driven to
higher ionization states (Abel 2006). In the present estimate, as
well as in Mookerjea et al. (2011), a density of ne = 100 cm−3

has been used and the contribution of ionized gas to the overall
[C ii] emission is found to be <25% in the two regions of M 33.

8. Properties of the neutral atomic gas emitting [C ii]

We use the results of the fitting procedure to estimate the frac-
tion of [C ii] emission arising from the molecular gas traced
by CO(2–1) and atomic gas traced by H i (Tables 5 and 6).
Kramer et al. (2013) had estimated that for positions along
the major axis of M 33, PDRs contribute a constant H i col-
umn density of 3.25 × 1020 cm−2, which is 15–70% of the total
H i column density they observed. They had concluded that dif-
fuse atomic clouds (the cold neutral medium) contribute ∼15%
of the observed [C ii] emission in the inner 2 kpc of M 33,
while this contribution rises to about 40% in the outer disk
at 6 kpc. Here for the central and BCLMP302 regions the ob-
served N(H i) lies between 9.0×1020 cm−2 and 3.4×1021 cm−2, so

Table 5. Relative contribution of CO(2–1) and H i emitting molecu-
lar and atomic gas to [C ii] emission at positions in the central region
of M 33.

Offset ICO(CII)
I(CII)

IHI(CII)
I(CII)

Ires(CII)
I(CII) n(H i)

(′′, ′′) % % % cm−3

(–21, 38) 11 51 38 590
(–12, –28) 9 42 49 670
(–8, –19) 9 31 60 520
(–4, –9) 18 44 38 1700
(0, 0) 29 48 23 690
(4, 9) 57 16 27 230
(7, 27) 32 15 53 270
(8, 19) 33 8 59 100
(12, 28) 31 9 60 160
(16, 23) 28 9 63 150
(62, 4) 53 36 11 1500
(71, 0) 45 18 37 310

Notes. ICO(CII) and IHI(CII) are the estimated integrated intensities of
[C ii] obtained from the fits described in the text. The difference be-
tween the observed [C ii] intensity and the result of this fit is Ires(CII).

Table 6. Same as Table 5, but for positions in the BCLMP302 region.

Offset ICO(CII)
I(CII)

IHI(CII)
I(CII)

Ires(CII)
I(CII) n(H i)

(′′, ′′) % % % cm−3

(–35, 35) 47 21 32 104
(–21, –21) 67 10 23 34
(–14, –14) 37 45 18 160
(–7, –7) 7 86 7 532
(0, 0) 34 55 11 383
(7, 7) 43 51 6 1540
(14, 14) 46 49 5 740
(14, –14) 54 39 7 316

that the PDR contribution to the H i intensity lies at 10–30%. The
typical H i column density of diffuse atomic clouds is <few ×
1020 cm−2, while that for the atomic envelopes of dense molec-
ular clouds lie in the range (1–7) × 1020 cm−2 (Wolfire et al.
2010). This suggests that the observed H i emission either arises
from several diffuse clouds or from the atomic envelopes of
dense molecular clouds, which also emit in [C ii]. This is con-
sistent with Kramer et al. (2013) and the results of the Galactic
[C ii] survey by Langer et al. (2014), which had concluded that
the H i emission is much brighter than what is expected from a
single diffuse atomic cloud.

It is not possible to separate out the contribution of the dif-
fuse and dense (PDR) atomic gas based on velocity informa-
tion. However, since the PDR contribution to H i intensity is less
than 30% for the two regions considered here, we use the total
H i intensities for the following calculations. We use the frac-
tion of [C ii] intensity estimated in the fits (Sect. 6) to arise from
the atomic gas (Tables 5 and 6), the observed N(H i) (Tables 2
and 3) and Eq. (2) to estimate the volume density (n(H i)) of
atomic gas, which could account for the [C ii] emission. We
assume the temperature of the atomic gas to be 100 K and at
this temperature the de-excitation coefficient for C+-H collisions
is 8.1 × 10−10 s−1 cm−3 (Launay & Roueff 1977). For the atomic
gas, we estimate that 50% of the carbon is locked in the dust
grains so that the C/H ratio is half the value used for the ion-
ized gas; C/H = 4 × 10−5. We find that at most positions in
the center the atomic gas densities are larger than 200 cm−3 and
go up to 1700 cm−3 at the position of the brightest H ii region
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Table 7. Estimate of column densities.

Position I(CO(1–0)) I(CO(2–1)) I(13CO(1–0)) Tex
a N(CO)b n(H2)c N(C+)d N(H2)e N(H i) f

K km s−1 K km s−1 K km s−1 K 1016 cm−2 cm−3 1017 cm−2 1021 cm−2 1021 cm−2

Center
(62, 4) 7.2 7.7 0.799 25 8.3 3300 2.0 1.7 1.7
BCLMP302
(7, 7) 3.2 5.3 0.28 22 3.1 9000 1.6 1.2 2.7

Notes. (a) Equal to the Tdust as in Table D.1 of Buchbender et al. (2013). (b) Calculated from I(13CO(1–0)), Tex and 12C/13C = 60. (c) Estimated
from LVG analysis of CO(1–0) and CO(2–1) intensities, with Tdust as Tkin and N(CO) as inputs. (d) Estimated using n derived from I(CO(1–0))
and I(CO(2–1)) using LVG model, Tex = 91 K and I([C ii]) in Tables 2 and 3 in Eq. (2). (e) Estimated using N(H2) = 2.2× 1020 I(CO(2–1)) (Braine
et al. 2010). ( f ) See Tables 2 and 3.

(Table 5). Similarly, in the BCLMP302 region the atomic gas
densities are larger than 150 cm−3 and go up to 1500 cm−3. Thus
the H i gas contributing to the [C ii] emission has densities sig-
nificantly larger than the densities found in diffuse clouds and
are most likely to be atomic envelopes of molecular PDRs.

9. Estimate of carbon abundances at selected
positions

We next check the consistency of the derived column densities
of C+, C0, and CO with the abundance of gaseous carbon rel-
ative to hydrogen. To accomplish this, we select two positions,
one each in the two regions presented here, for which we also
have low-J CO (13CO) observations at an angular resolution
similar to the [C ii] observations.

For GMC1 (Gratier et al. 2012), a molecular cloud in the
central region (offset 62′′, 4′′), an LTE analysis of the CO (and
13CO) intensities of the J = 1–0 and J = 2–1 was performed by
Buchbender et al. (2013). For the BCLMP302 region, Mookerjea
et al. (2011) have presented the CO(13CO) intensities based on
IRAM 30m observations at a position almost coincident with
the offset (7′′, 7′′). The fraction of [C ii] emission contributed
by the molecular, atomic, and gas unassociated with CO and H i
emission in GMC1 is 53%, 36%, and 11%. In BCLMP302 it is
43%, 51%, and 6%. The H ii region contributes 11% and 7%
of the total [C ii] emission in GMC1 and BCLMP302, respec-
tively. The density of atomic gas required to explain the fraction
of [C ii] emission arising from it is 1500 cm−3 for both positions.

For both positions, we estimate the CO column densities
from the 13CO(1–0) intensities assuming LTE and optically thin
emission

N =
3h

8π3S μ2

Z
gJ

exp
(

hν
kTex

)
[
exp

(
hν

kTex

)
− 1

] [Jν(Tex) − Jν(TBG)]−1
∫

Tmbdυ,

(3)

where μ = 0.11 Debye is the dipole moment for CO, S = J/(2J+

1) is the line strength, Z =
∞∑

J = 0
gJ exp

(
− EJ

kT

)
is the partition func-

tion, EJ = hBJ(J+1), gJ = (2J+1), Jν(T ) = hν
k

1
exphν/kT −1 . We as-

sume the excitation temperatures (Tex) to be the same as the dust
temperatures at the selected positions and use the values given
by Buchbender et al. (2013). For GMC1 we use the I(CO(1–0))
from Table 2 of Buchbender et al. (2013), I(CO(2–1)) from this
work and for position (7, 7) in BCLMP302, we use Table 2 of
Mookerjea et al. (2011).

Next for the CO(1–0) and (2–1) intensities, we use the
abovementioned excitation temperatures as kinetic tempera-
tures and the estimated LTE column densities to estimate the

local volume densities (n) based on an LVG analysis using
RADEX (van der Tak et al. 2007). The values of n at GMC1
and BCLMP302 are 3.3 × 103 cm−3 and 9 × 103 cm−3, respec-
tively. For these densities (n), we assume a kinetic tempera-
ture of 91 K and use for the C+-H2 collisions de-excitation co-
efficients given by q =

(
4.9 + 0.22 Tkin

100 K

)
× 10−10 (Eq. (3) in

Wiesenfeld & Goldsmith 2014) to estimate N(C+) at the se-
lected positions using Eq. (2). Table 7 presents the parameters
and estimated C+ and CO column densities for the two posi-
tions in the center and BCLMP302 region. We find that the two
positions have very similar values of N(C+), although GMC1
has a N(CO), which is three times higher than the value of the
BCLMP302 position. The BCLMP302 position, on the other
hand has a 1.6 times higher atomic hydrogen column density.
In low metallicity galaxies like the SMC and LMC recent ob-
servations have shown that [C i] has a column density similar to
or within a factor of 4 of the CO column density (Okada et al.
2015; Requena-Torres et al., in prep.). In the absence of [C i] ob-
servations, we assume that N(CO) = N(C0) and calculate the
total carbon column density, N(C), at the two selected positions
as N(C+)+N(C0)+N(CO).

Braine et al. (2010) derived a H2 column density map for
M 33 based on the 500μm SPIRE map, β = 2 and the 250/
350μm dust temperature. These authors proposed that within the
inner 2 kpc of M 33 the N(H2) scales as 2.2 × 1020I(CO(2–1)).
For the two selected positions we estimate N(H2) with this scal-
ing relation and the measured I(CO(2–1)) (Table 7). The total
hydrogen column density (Ntot = N(H)+2N(H2)) at both these
positions results to 5.1 × 1021 cm−2. Thus we estimate the abun-
dance of carbon in the center and in the BCLMP302 region to
be 5.6 × 10−5 and 4.1 × 10−5 and it is consistent with our as-
sumption of 50% depletion of carbon onto the grains.

10. Discussion

10.1. Phases of ISM contributing to [C II] emission

One of the primary aims of the HerM 33es project has been to
disentangle the contribution of the different phases of the ISM
toward [C ii] emission in M 33. In this paper, we have used
velocity-resolved [C ii] spectra to estimate the contributions of
dense PDRs (traced by CO(2–1)), atomic gas (dense and dif-
fuse), ionized gas, and the CO-dark molecular gas to the ob-
served [C ii] emission. In the two regions of M 33 studied here,
we find that the contributions of the molecular gas traced by
CO and atomic gas traced by H i to the [C ii] intensity vary sub-
stantially from position to position. The contribution of the ion-
ized gas to the [C ii] intensity is estimated to be typically be-
tween 10–20%. For the Milky Way, the ISM components have
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been shown to have approximately comparable contributions
to the [C ii] luminosities: dense PDRs (30%), cold H i (25%),
CO-dark H2 (25%), and ionized gas (20%) (Pineda et al. 2014).
Furthermore, Pineda et al. (2013) concluded that the fraction of
the CO-dark molecular gas traced by [C ii] ranges from about
20% in the metal-rich inner Galaxy to 80% in the metal poor
outer-Galaxy. M 33 has approximately half the solar metallicity
and in the outskirts of the Galactic disk the metallicity is compa-
rable to the metallicity of M 33. In addition to being at a metal-
licity twice the value of M 33, these observations of the long
lines of sight through the Galactic disk are sensitive to signifi-
cant contributions from the diffuse gas and, hence, may not be
directly comparable to the observations of M 33. Recent SOFIA
observations of regions in the SMC and LMC are probably more
directly comparable to the case of M 33. In the star-forming re-
gions of the SMC at a resolution of 10 pc, the [C ii] emission is
found to trace between 50–85% of the bulk of the mass of the
molecular gas, with minor contributions from the ionized gas in
the H ii regions (Requena-Torres et al., in prep.). For N159 in
the LMC, Okada et al. (2015) concluded that the fraction of the
[C ii] emission that cannot be attributed to the material traced by
the CO line profiles, is around 20% around the CO cores and up
to 50% in the area between the cores. In M 33, though we do
not have the spatial resolution to distinguish the core and inter-
core regions, the fraction of [C ii] intensity tracing the CO-dark
molecular gas is similar to the value found in the LMC. In the
LMC, the ionized gas contributes ∼15% of the [C ii] emission,
which is similar to our estimate of 10–20% for the two regions
in M 33.

10.2. Emission of [C II] unassociated with CO or H I

Use of high spectral resolution observations has led to the
detection of significant [C ii] intensity from molecular gas not
detected in CO(2–1). Such excess [C ii] emission has been ob-
served along many Galactic lines of sight (Pineda et al. 2013,
and references therein), as well as in external galaxies includ-
ing the SMC and LMC (Madden et al. 1997; Okada et al.
2015; Requena-Torres et al., in prep.). A possible explanation
is that this excess [C ii] emission is produced in the envelopes
of dense molecular clouds in which the H i/H2 transitions are
largely complete, but the column densities are low enough such
that the C+/C0/CO transition is still far from complete. Wolfire
et al. (2010) theoretically estimated that the mass fraction of
CO-dark molecular gas increases with decreasing AV, since rel-
atively more molecular H2 material lies outside the CO region
in this case. For M 33 we estimate the fraction of [C ii] inten-
sity without any corresponding CO(2–1) and H i emission to be
between 20–60% in the central region and below 30% in the
BCLMP302 region. This difference in the estimated fraction of
CO-dark molecular gas toward [C ii] emission in two regions of
M 33 could be due to the difference in the FUV flux, extinc-
tion, and metallicity. Since within the inner 2 kpc of M 33 the
metallicity does not vary significantly (Magrini et al. 2007), we
compare the FUV intensities and extinction in the two regions
next.

For stars embedded in dusty clouds, the total FUV pho-
ton energy deposited into the cloud is re-emitted in the FIR,
hence the FUV intensity varies linearly as the total FIR con-
tinuum intensity (Kaufman et al. 1999). Thus to estimate the
FUV intensity we first estimated the total FIR continuum inten-
sity in the central and BCLMP302 regions from the PACS 70,
100, and 160 micron intensities. For M 33, Xilouris et al. (2012)
found that a modified blackbody with β = 1.5 and warm dust

temperatures of the order of 55 K provide the best fit. Using these
parameters Nikola et al. (in prep.) estimated that the total FIR in-
tensities for the two regions in M 33 studied here have similar
values with peaks of 2–3 × 10−15 W m−2 pixel−1 for a 3′′ pixel.
The similarity in range of FIR intensities in the two regions in-
dicate similar values of the far ultraviolet (FUV) intensities for
the two regions.

Based on the 24 μm MIPS and the Hα maps for M 33,
an extinction map for the entire galaxy was generated by
Monica Relano (priv. comm.) via the method presented by
Relaño & Kennicutt (2009). The AV thus calculated are sim-
ilar for the central and BCLMP302 regions, with typical val-
ues between 0.6–0.7 mag. At the position of the [C ii] peak in
BCLMP302 the value of AV is 0.4 mag. At the location of the
[C ii] peaks in the central region, AV ranges between 0.5–1.6.
The somewhat higher values of AV seen toward the center also
does not help us explain the larger proportion of CO-dark molec-
ular H2 at the center. The AV values presented here are averaged
over a 12′′ beam. Given the inhomogeneous nature of the ISM,
it is likely that the actual value of AV on smaller spatial scales is
significantly larger than the average estimated.

Thus at a resolution of 50 pc the difference in metallicity,
FUV radiation field, and extinction between the center and the
BCLMP302 regions are not significant enough to explain the dif-
ference in the CO-dark component of molecular gas. This indi-
cates a variation of the relative amounts of diffuse (CO-dark) and
dense molecular gas on spatial scales smaller than 50 pc.

10.3. Interpretation of correlation between [C II], CO, and H I

We find that the derived correlation between [C ii], CO and
H i intensities depends crucially on the availability of spectral
and spatial resolution. Velocity-resolved spectra for BCLMP302
show very little [C ii] emission not associated with CO and H i.
However, H i and CO are spatially disjunct and integrated inten-
sities without velocity information mix [C ii] contributions from
H i and CO. Thus, we find a low correlation between [C ii] and
either of them when looking at just the integrated intensities.
When we are able to filter out CO and H i gas based on the veloc-
ity information, we obtain a much better correlation (Table 1) as
we only compare contributions corresponding to the same veloc-
ity ranges. For the center, we estimate a large amount of nonas-
sociated [C ii] emission leading to a low correlation when we are
able to determine the associations based on the velocity infor-
mation, as reflected by the lower numbers in Table 1. The higher
correlation when considering integrated intensities (Fig. 5) must
indicate a spatial relation of the CO-dark [C ii] emitting molec-
ular gas to the other tracers. Thus, for the central region, a pos-
sible explanation of the derived correlations could be in terms
of production of the excess [C ii] emission in gas falling onto or
outflowing from denser CO gas. These results show the comple-
mentarity of information provided by observations with or with-
out spectral resolution, which needs to be factored in when inter-
preting observed correlations or the lack of it as seen in galaxies
at larger distances.

11. Summary

A comparison of velocity-resolved observations of [C ii] with
other dedicated tracers of neutral atomic and molecular gases
has been used to find the relative contribution of the atomic
and molecular phases of the ISM at all positions in two regions
within the Triangulum galaxy M 33. The difference in the esti-
mated [C ii] emission that is not originating from CO(2–1) and
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H i emitting clouds, between the center and the BCLMP302 re-
gions does not have any obvious explanation in terms of the
variation of extinction, FUV radiation field, and metallicity of
the gas at spatial scales of 50 pc. This suggests the role of
smaller scale variations of all these parameters toward the ob-
served [C ii] emission. Based on detailed analysis of one position
each in the center and in the BCLMP302 regions, we estimate
that 70% and 89% of gas-phase carbon is in the form of C+. In
both these regions at selected locations coinciding with H ii re-
gions, 10–20% of the [C ii] intensities arise from the ionized gas.
However in the absence of any velocity information about the
ionized gas it is not possible to conclude whether this could ex-
plain at least part of the [C ii] emission not corresponding to the
H i and CO(2–1) emission. While the velocity information and
better spatial (50 pc) resolution significantly improves our un-
derstanding of the origin of [C ii] in emission, even from nearby
extragalactic sources, such as M 33, where the linear resolution
in the present observations is 50 pc, the situation is still com-
plicated by the intermixing of emission from different physical
entities within the same beam.
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